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What is hyperthermia?
• Hyperthermia has a long history, dating back to around 3000 B.C.
• Combination of two Greek words :
Hyper (rise) +  therme (heat)
• Increasing body temperature or selected tissue
• Kill cancer cells with minimal injury to normal tissue
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History
• Using  hot water bathes, hot sand ,hot air steam
• Hot blades and sticks (for  breast cancer)
• Introduced infections to patients suffering from incurable life-
threatening diseases




Scientist name The treated area Comment Time 
Edwin smith Breast tumor Hot blades and sticks Some 5000 years ago
Hippocrates Breast cancer
disease must be 
incurable, if it can not 
be cured by using
heat
460 – 370 B.C







image Reference: .intechopen.com/media/chapter/44364/media/image2_w.jpg  
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How is used to treat cancer
Combination with other forms of cancer therapy
• Such as radiation therapy and chemotherapy
• Make some cancer cells more sensitive
• Enhance the effects of certain anticancer drugs
• Reduce the size of tumors
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Methods 












• Heat is applied to a small  area such as a tumor
• Using very high temperature
• It destroys the proteins of cancer cell
• Used to treat tumors near the surface of the skin
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Local hyperthermia
The three major methods of generation of local hyperthermia:
• External : treat tumors that are just below the skin
• Intraluminal or endocavitary : treat tumors within or near body cavities.




• Deep tissue : treat cancers within the  body
• Regional perfusion techniques: treat cancers in the  arms and legs
• Continuous hyper thermic peritoneal perfusion (CHPP):








• Treat metastatic cancer
• 42°C- 1hour
• An adjuvant with conventional chemo- or radio- therapy 
• Side effects : diarrhea, nausea , thrombosis and cardiac failure
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Whole-body hyperthermia 
Three major methods are now available 
• Thermal conduction (surface heating) :
Thermal chambers , hot water blankets
• Extracorporeal induction: 
blood is heated to 42°C or more, then put back in the body
• Radiant /EM induction 18
Methods 
Reference: http://edu.nano.ir/paper/417 Reference: http://edu.nano.ir/paper/417





• Duration of heating
• Temperature
• Temporal fluctuations in temperature
• Environmental factors( pH)
• Intrinsic  sensitivity 









Radiofrequency • Heat large volumes at depth
• Instrumentation simple and 
inexpensive
• Requires needles  insertion
• Limited to a few organ
• Inaccuracy of needle placement
• Incomplete destruction of large tumors
Microwave 
• Fast intratumoral heat generation
• Deep penetration in tissue
• Less pain during procedure
• Less susceptibility on the 
surrounding normal tissue
• Poor penetration for frequencies grater 
than 1000MHz
• Anti-tumor activity observed at high 
temperatures
• The targeting of the tumor is difficult
Ultrasound
• Good ,flexible depth-dose 
relationship 
• Good penetration in soft tissues
• Instrumentation available and 
inexpensive
• Does not pass through bone and air
• The exposure time must be elongated to 
treat large tumors 
• Some areas of the body could not be able 
to targeted
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Limitation of  conventional hyperthermia
• Non-standardized and nonspecific.
• Invasive
• Unwanted hot spots in collateral tissues 
• Non-uniform temperature elevations
• Limited availability of equipment
• Unheated regions inside the tumor…. Relapse 24














1. Decrease side effects and pain
2. Enhance the delivery of therapeutic agents
3. Enhance the efficacy of therapeutic agents 
https://image.slidesharecdn.com/tecniche-151208203350-lva1-app6892/95/tecniche-7-638.jpg?cb=1449607032
Number of  article published in last 10 years 
Google scholar- 18 Feb. 2021
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• Carbon nanotube (CNT) nanoparticle
• Cooper based nanoparticle
• Palladium nanoparticle 28
Gold nanoparticle in hyperthermia
29




Gold nanoparticle in hyperthermia
Reasons for using gold in medical  field
• Dense  ,shiny , diamagnetic
• Has the highest electronegativity
• Has the least chemical reaction with the environment
• Stable against most acids
• Its features in Nano size
• High permeability to the body
• High ability to bind to  many proteins and drugs 31
Gold nanoparticles in hyperthermia








Gold nanoparticles in hyperthermia
http://edu.nano.ir/paper/411
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Gold nanoparticles in hyperthermia
Nanosphere 
• Easy synthesis
• Maximum light absorption (500-600 nm)
• Very stable under light radiation and high biocompatibility
• Nearly 100% of the light absorbed is converted to heat
• Their use is limited to superficial cancers
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Gold nanoparticles in hyperthermia
Nanoshells
• Core (different material) coated by a thin layer of gold
• Core material is dielectric (silica)
• Are usually 50-150 nm in diameter
• Stable in solution at low temperature
• Biocompatibility
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Gold nanoparticles in hyperthermia
Nanorods
• Made of cylindrical solid gold 
• One dimension longer than the other
• High absorption in light cross section
• Controllable absorption in the NIR region
• Common in hyperthermia
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Photothermal therapy ( PTT )
Features of PTT
• The use of laser radiation
• Controlled and precise destruction of cancer tissue
• Alternative for the chemotherapy-resistant types of cancer
• Absorption (UV,NIR)
• Transformation of light into heat






• Aggregation of nanoparticles impacts their optical and heating properties
• Gold Nano rods can be a valuable tool for modern PPT













Features of magnetic nanoparticles
• Easily tracked
• Easily manipulated
• Can be targeted by external magnetic field
• Respond to magnetic fields in a contact-free manner
• Respond  over large distances
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Magnetic hyperthermia
Features of magnetic hyperthermia
• Non-surgical
• RF instead of laser
• Treating the tumors hidden in vital organs
• Efficient in combination with chemotherapy and radiotherapy
• Create differentiation between the temperature of the
tumor and healthy tissues
• Iron oxide ,SPION 44
Magnetic hyperthermia




• Ease of excretion
• Easily achievable in clinical and laboratory conditions







Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
Reasons for using SPIONs in medical field
• Easy synthesis
• Biocompatibility 
• Multi functionality 





Two techniques are currently used to deliver the MNPs to the tumor
• Deliver particles to the tumor vasculature
• Directly inject MNPs into the extracellular space in the tumors
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Magnetic hyperthermia
Deliver particles to the tumor vasculature 
• Tumor with an irregular shape , inadequate MNPs distribution ,
under-dosage of heating, or overheating
Directly inject MNPs into the extracellular space in the tumors
• Diffuse inside the tissue after injection






Mechanism of magnetic hyperthermia
• Nano fluid containing the MNPs is injected directly into the tumor
• An alternating magnetic field  (AMF) is applied to the target region
• MNP will align with AMF
• As AMF change direction….. the magnetic moment also change direction
• MNPs generate heat (42–46°C)








Carbon nanotube in hyperthermia





• Very thin cylinders of graphene
• Absorb visible light , NIR light  , radiofrequency waves
• So resistant to chemicals
• Have a high tensile strength
• Unique electrical properties














Biomedical Applications of CNT
CNT in hyperthermia
Two major types of CNT
• SWCNT(single walled carbon nanotube)





Mechanism of CNT in hyperthermia
• Treatment of loco regional tumors 
• Injected systemically or directly into the tumor
• Exposed to an external NIR or microwave source
• Effective for the treatment of both in vitro and in vivo
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Limitation of using nanoparticles
• Uniformity of accumulation of nanoparticles at the tumor site
• Biocompatibility
• Accumulation in some other tissues
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Conclusions 
• Chemotherapy is still the most common cancer therapy
(has limitation)
• In  conventional Hyperthermia healthy tissues
are also damage
• Nanotechnology has many advantage over conventional hyperthermia
62
Conclusions 
• Nanoparticles (gold ,magnetic) enhanced the
effectiveness  of conventional hyperthermia
• Not a fully developed technique
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